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Overview
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Elizabeth K. Briody



Anthropology programs face an enrollment crisis
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Reduction in  
enrollment

• 20% decline in BA 
anthropology degrees 
between 2011-2021*

• Programs struggle to 
remain relevant in eyes of 
administrators

* Analysis of data from the National Center 
for Education Statistics (Ben Schmidt)



A second crisis entails poor career preparation
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Reduction in  
enrollment

Inadequate career 
preparation

• Professional development
• Practical experiences (e.g., 

internships, class projects)
• Solutions-mindset orientation
• Exposure to practitioner 

contributions to theory, methods



A third crisis involves securing work
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Reduction in  
enrollment

Too few 
anthropologists hired

Inadequate career 
preparation

• Graduates find it difficult to secure jobs in industry, non-profits, 
government, and NGOs

• Tenure-track jobs at PhD-granting institutions accommodate 
only 10% of new PhDs and exclude other graduates**

** Analysis of data from Kawa 
et al. 2018 (Marc Robinson) 



These crises can be handled via program changes
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Preparation of anthropology students for careers in industry, 
non-profits, government, and NGOs
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Commission Vision:

Strategies:
1. Use rapid assessment techniques to understand anthropological practice
2. Engage volunteers to create and compile resources
3. Offer training and capacity building to instructors and departments
4. Leverage anthropology associations to promote the work of the Commission



Anthropology associations have been supportive 
of the Commission’s work
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AAA Task Force on Anthropology in Practice Settings

Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges



We work with those interested in working with us

u Practitioners who are energized to offer their career insights

u Students who do not know where to turn for guidance on putting 
their knowledge of anthropology to use in the workplace

u Instructors who want to help prepare their students for 
satisfying employment, or who are seeking a career reset 
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Commission Reports 
and One-Page Tools
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Jennifer Studebaker



Commission reports are based on rapid data 
assessment techniques

1. A Delphi Survey of Practitioners
2. Lessons Learned: Incorporating Applied/Practice Successfully into 

Anthropology Curriculum
3. Practitioner Experiences across Work Sectors: Insights for Students 

and their Educators
4. A Delphi Survey of Practitioners: Round Two
5. Departmental Experience with Application and Practice
6. Career Readiness Commission - Career Conversation and UX Study 

Results
7. The Commission’s First Year: A Summary Report
8. A Framework for Practitioner Training
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These tools offer guidance for job seekers

u How Proficient Are You? Take the Quiz (Types of Skills)
u Skills Translator
u Job Titles to Explore
u Work Characteristics and Conditions
u Interview Checklist
u How to Network: Basics and Methods
u Mastering the Elevator Pitch
u LinkedIn Profile Checklist
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More tools are on the way!



Here are two tool examples
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These tools are designed with instructors in mind

u What’s Missing from Anthropology Training?

u Components of Successful Applied Programs

u Program Options When Introducing or Expanding Practice

u Applying Anthropology in the Workplace

u Program Strategies to Counter Opposition
u Client-based Class Projects

u A Career Ready Curriculum
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Tell us what else you need!



Resources 
Repository
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Gina Nuñez-Mchiri



One part of the Resources page includes 
Commission Materials

u Meeting Presentations & Reports

u One-Page Tools

u Conferences & Workshops

u Newsletters

u Other Resources
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The second part of the Resources page consists of 
Career-Related Materials that we compiled

u Videos

u Proposals

u Articles

u Workshops

u Syllabi
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Here is where our Resources repository stands

u Posted 342 career-related resources

u Searchable by author, title, and four categories
1. Career and professional development

2. Careers in industry, non-profits and government

3. History and current state of application and practice

4. Teaching and pedagogical approaches

u Also searchable by scores of “tags” (e.g., public sector, job search)
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Class Projects and 
Role Plays
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Class projects offer students practical skills and 
experience 

University of North Texas
u Interview study to identify factors tied to successful applied programs

u Fall 2021, Susan Squires with graduate students

Oregon State University
u Blog posts that share insights about undergraduate training

u Winter 2022, Bryan Tilt with UGs
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We are just completing two other class projects 
this semester
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Western University, ON
u Cases of anthropological approaches successfully applied to workplaces

u Fall 2022, Andrew Walsh with undergraduates

University of Delaware
u Podcasts about environmental groups working toward climate change

u Fall 2022, Carla Guerrón Montero with undergraduates



Practicing how to answer questions from 
prospective employers is critically important
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EMPLOYER ANTHROPOLOGIST

What’s useful about 
your skills?

What can 
anthropology solve 
for us?

I start with the methodologies that I bring. [Give] them a 
perspective that they didn't have before.

My approach, not necessarily a solution, is important. My 
knowledge of cultural context fills the gaps they don’t 
know [usually engineers or economists]. 

I highlight anthropology’s ability to deal with grey areas.

I talk about the [value of] human perspective, especially 
in modern digital world…ethnographic evidence is a 
powerful way to imagine new realities.



Year 2 and Beyond
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Elizabeth K. Briody



A Career Ready 
Curriculum
• Center represents the 

heart of anthropology 
programs (e.g., core 
courses, thesis)

• Periphery includes 12 
elements to round out 
anthropology programs
o Enhance, extend, or 

improve aspects of the 
curriculum

o Emphasize “doing,” 
acquiring skills, and 
connecting with others



Where is the Commission headed next? 

u Engaging in training and capacity-building in anthropology programs

u Developing more materials and methods

u Improving and expanding our networks, website and World of Work blog

u Building a publicity and social media plan

u Developing a framework for a community of practice

u Publishing
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Anthrocareerready.net
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World of Work Blog
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Publicity and 
Social Media Strategy
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